THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IS COMING TO OHIO
AND WE’RE OPEN FOR BUSINESS!

APRIL 5, 2023
12 PM - 4 PM

JUMPSTART YOUR CAREER! JOIN US AT OHIO STATE FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DAY.

What are semiconductors? They are the brains that enable the apps, gadgets, and miracles of tomorrow. Learn about an industry that powers the modern world, and find out how it will impact Ohio.

Come and learn how microelectronics enable a smart future that is radically changing everyday life—from communicating on the go and commuting to work to “printing” a hearty breakfast and conducting holographic heart surgery. Join the revolution today!

WHILE YOU’RE LEARNING ABOUT WHY THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IS THE FUTURE, BE SURE TO:

• Sign up for speed mentoring
• Get your resume reviewed
• Find out about internships
• Meet future employers
• Enjoy food and drinks!

SPONSORING COMPANIES:
THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY IS COMING TO OHIO

APRIL 5, 2023
12 PM - 4 PM

JOIN AN INDUSTRY THAT’S SHAPING THE FUTURE!

Semiconductor Day gives you the opportunity to connect with companies playing key roles in the technologies that are creating our exciting future. Semiconductors are shaping everything from on-the-go communication to heart surgery—now’s the time to join the industry!

ENGAGE WITH INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS IN ACTIVITIES AND INTERACTIVE SESSIONS:

- Bunny Suit Challenge
- Spin the Wheel
- Metals Matching Challenge
- Human Calculator
- Scavenger Hunt
- Human Thermometer
- Coding Challenge
- Crystal Pull
- Flash Mentoring
- Co-op Connection
- Internship Match-up
- LinkedIn Profile Update
- Free food, music, and more!

WATCH THE “CHIP IN” TRAILER

Follow three young people as they explore the huge, future-focused, and exciting world of microelectronics.

SEE YOU THERE!

Union Performance Hall - The Ohio Union
The Ohio State University
1739 N High Street
Columbus, OH 43210

For directions and parking, visit: http://bit.ly/3IvlhOo
For more information, contact: semifoundation@semi.org (Attn: MKindling)